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Abstract

We study the enforcement of competition policy against collusion un
der Leniency Programs, which give reduced fines to firms revealing infor
mation to the Antitrust Authority. Such programs give firms an incentive
to break collusion, but may also have a pro-collusive effect, since they de
crease the expected cost of misbehaviour. We analyze the optimal policy
under alternative rules and with homogeneous and heterogeneous cartels,
obtaining a ranking of the different schemes and showing when the use
of reduced fines may improve antitrust enforcement.

*We benefited from discussions with Luis Cabral, Federico Ghezzi, Patrick Rey, Thomas
Von Ungern-Sternberg and seminar participants at the University of Salerno and the Euro
pean University Institute (Fiesole). Their comments are gratefully acknowledged.
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In trodu ction

The enforcement of competition policy against collusion and price fixing agree
ments is one of the main fields of antitrust intervention. Recent developments
show that the attention devoted by antitrust authorities to collusive agreements
has not diminished over time. Recently, the DGIV. the Directorate General of
the European Union in charge of competition policy, has established a special
investigation unit against cartels1, and a similar pattern can be found in the US.
where the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice has reallocated and
improved the resources of the Criminal section in charge for cartel prosecution2.
In the design of the policy we find today richer and more complex mech
anisms than those based simply on an increase in fines. Since 1978 the US
Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice has allowed for the possibility
of avoiding criminal sanctions if specific conditions occurred. In 1993 this policy
has been redesigned in the Corporate Leniency Policy, which establishes that
criminal sanctions can be avoided in tw'o cases: either if a colluding firm reveals
information before an investigation is opened, as it was in the previous regime,
or if the Division has not vet been able to prove collusion when a firm decides to
cooperate3. The new Leniency Policy has shown in the first years of application
a significant success in terms of the number of cases that the Division has been
able to open and successfully conclude.
The current EU system draw's from the US experience. In order to reach a
more effective deterrence of collusive practices, the DGIV has initially focused
its enforcement policy on a sharp increase in fines: the average fine given to firms
involved in collusion cases, up to the mid Eighties has remained below 500.000
ECU while in the last decade it has reached an average of around 1.500.000
ECU4. However, if the firms anticipate a low probability of having collusive
practices discovered (and proved), fines alone will be insufficient to prevent
firms from establishing cartels. Although it is hard to quantify such expected
probabilities, there seems to be a wide perception that the deterrence effects of
the fines has been relatively poor, and that various types of collusive practices
'See Venit (1996). p.92, and European Union (1999. p.22).
2See Bingman and Spratling (1995).
3Some additional restrictions on the firms entitled to benefit from this regime are intro
duced, as the fact that only the first can be given a fine reduction, and that it must be a
junior partner in the cartel.
4See Furse (1995), p. 114.
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are still widespread. This has pushed the European Union to introduce’ a new
regime in which reduced fines can be given to firms which cooperate with the
antitrust authority by providing evidence of a collusive agreement in which they
have been involved. A 75-100% reduction in fines56 can be given if firms reveal
information before an inquiry is opened, while a lower reduction (50 75%) can
be granted if cooperation occurs after an investigation has started, but that
investigation has failed to provide sufficient grounds for initiating a procedure
leading to a decision. A 10-50% reduction in fines can be given for partial
cooperation, such as providing additional evidence or not contesting the facts
on which the Commission bases its allegations. Moreover, only the first firm
which cooperates can obtain a reduction, provided that it is not the promoter
and major partner of the cartel. It is too early to evaluate the effects of this new
policy, although the US experience suggests that enforcement against cartels
might become more effective.

In this paper we want to investigate the different effects that the introduc
tion of a Leniency Program7 can have on both firms' behaviour and deterrence.
Our work is related to other papers on the optimal enforcement of law, specif
ically those on pre-trial negotiation and settlement8 and on plea-bargaining9,
in which these alternative judicial procedures have been studied with a general
reference to the US judicial system, although not explicitly to antitrust law'.

There are however several important differences between our work and the
existing literature. The papers on pre-trial negotiation have considered mainly
the properties of these procedures in saving trial costs preventing wasteful lit
igation. In the plea bargaining literature the enforcer acts more explicitly on
behalf of taxpayers, balancing the goal of condemning the guilty agents and not
condemning the innocent ones with the minimization of resources devoted to en
forcement. In both cases, the issue of deterrence is not really addressed: agents
have (possibly) already committed a crime, and in most papers, whether the
agent is innocent or guilty and how strong is the evidence against him (agent’s
5European Union (1996).
6Notice that while in the US the regime applies to criminal sanctions (which include both
fines and incarceration), in the EU reductions are referred only to monetary fines. Criminal
sanctions do not exist under EU competition law.
7The US Leniency Program involves both reductions of fines and the elimination of the
threat of incarceration. In this paper we focus on reduced monetary fines. Hence, we use the
term Leniency Programs in a broad sense.
8Bebchuk (1984), Nalebuff (1987), Schweizer (1989), Shavell (1989).
9Grossman and Katz (1983), Reinganum (1988).
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In our paper we are mainly concerned with the deterrence and desistence
properties of negotiations between the Antitrust Authority and private firms.
The enforcer is motivated by the maximization of social welfare and aims at
minimizing the occurrence of collusion among firms by committing on a certain
set of policy parameters10. In order to focus on deterrence, in our setting we
exclude other ingredients already studied in the literature. First of all we do
not consider (variable) litigation costs on either party, a central issue in the
pre-trial negotiation literature. The enforcer's budget is set at the beginning of
the game and enforcement costs are sunk, i.e. they are already allocated among
the different tasks of the organization, as general monitoring or prosecution.
Secondly, we do not consider the possibility of wrong sentences, analyzed in the
plea-bargaining papers: at the end of an investigation either a guilty firm is
condemned or no evidence is reached.
In this setting we consider several issues. First of all we analyze the reac
tion of firms to different policy regimes, i.e. on the incentive to collude and on
the decision to reveal or not information to the Antitrust Authority. A perverse
effect can arise under this respect: since a Leniency Program allows firms to
pay reduced fines, it may have ex-ante a pro-collusive effect, decreasing the
expected cost of anticompetitive behaviour. But we show that, if the Antitrust
Authority has limited resources, and is therefore unable to prevent collusion
ex-ante, the use of Leniency Programs can improve the effectiveness of the
policy, by sharply increasing the probability of interrupting collusive practices.
Hence, in a second best perspective, fine reductions may be desirable because
they allow to better implement ex-post desistence from collusion.
There is however a third component that operates in equilibrium: in or
der to induce firms to reveal, a Leniency Program has to commit resources to
guarantee a sufficiently high probability of independent prosecution. This is the
implicit cost of a reduced fines regime, since those resources are subtracted from
the general monitoring activity, which determines the frequency of “revelations”
and successful inquiries. As the resources committed to prosecution become too
costly, a Leniency Program loses its appeal, and a full fines regime may become
more convenient again. The conditions under which these results hold will be
I0Other papers that are related to our own are Kobayashi (1992) and Marshall, Muerer
and Richard (1994).
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type) is exogenous in the model, and it is not explained in terms of incentives
to commit a crime. The effects of the legal procedures on preventing the crime
or making it to cease are instead at the center of our analysis.
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identified in both a homogeneous and a heterogeneous cartel setting. The effects
and desirability of alternative leniency rules will also be studied.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we set up the basic model,
in which every firm which decides to cooperate with the Antitrust Authority is
given a fine reduction. In section 3 we consider alternative Leniency Programs,
in which fine reductions can be granted only if cooperation occurs before an
investigation is opened, or in which only the first comer, or a specific firm, is
entitled to a reduced fine. Finally, in section 4 we extend the basic model to
the heterogeneous cartels case. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

T he M odel

Throughout the paper, we assume that the Antitrust Authority (AA from now
on) aims at maximizing a utilitarian social welfare function and is able to com
mit to a certain set of policy parameters11, which consist of full and reduced
monetary fines and probabilities of enforcement. In the basic model of this
section we consider a regime in which all firms which cooperate in the investi
gation even after this has been opened, and which simultaneously provide useful
evidence to prove collusion12, can benefit from a reduction in fines. In the fol
lowing sections we shall consider alternative rules and compare them with this
benchmark case.

The AA is (exogenously) endowed with a per-period budget B : in line
with the literature, we assume that setting the fines at any level is not costly,
while increasing the probability of enforcement requires resources. More pre
cisely, we assume that the maximum fine that firms can receive if found guilty of
collusion is exogenously given by law and equal to F, a fixed amount of money:
then, being costless, it is always optimal to set the full fine at this maximum
level. However, the AA can commit to a Leniency Program which allows for
reduced fines R < F to firms which reveal information useful to prove the ex
u This is in line with actual experience, in which little discretion is left by the law to the
Authority as to the conditions under which reductions can be given, and their amount.
12Throughout the paper, we assume th at information given by a single firm is enough to
prove that all the firms which have taken part in the collusion are guilty. This might be
interpreted as the case where each firm has access to the minutes of the meetings which take
place among all the colluding firms, or has copies of letters, faxes or e-mail messages which all
the firms have used to coordinate on the collusive outcome. Since an important component
in the working of cartels is the coordination of moves among participants, the access of each
partner to some information regarding the others seems quite realistic.

4

B = wQa + wpp

(1)

where wQ and wp are the (constant) unit cost of monitoring and prosecution.
We assume that firms know the probabilities a and p chosen by the AA and its
budget constraint.
The AA objective function is a standard utilitarian welfare function, i.e. the
sum of producers and consumers surplus. Fines, whether full or reduced, are
pure transfers, i.e. they go to the general government budget and are redis
tributed to consumers without distortions, and cannot be used by the AA to
increase its budget. The agency problem can therefore be described as choosing
the incentive scheme (R ,a ,p ) in order to influence firms’ behaviour and maxi
mize social welfare. The incentive compatibility constraints will be derived from
the analysis of the subgame perfect equilibria in the supergame played by firms
once the policy parameters are set. After observing the policy parameters cho
sen by the AA. n identical firms decide whether to collude or not, by correctly
taking into account the probabilities (a,p) and by knowing whether a Leniency
Program R is in place or not.
13More precisely, let the AA budget constraint be B = w(la +lp), where B is the total budget
available to the Authority; la the number of hours allocated to general monitoring and lp those
devoted to prosecution, w the wage rate. In turn, the probabilités are determined given the
resources according to the production functions a = kQl, and p = kpl. with a and p 6 [0,1],
characterized for simplicity by positive and constant marginal productivity. Then the labor
requirement to obtain a and p are la(a) = a / k a and lp(p) = p /k p respectively and the total
cost of implementing a and p are wla (a) = wct/ka = waa and wlp(p) = w p/kp — wpp. It will
be clear in the analysis that assuming decreasing marginal productivity, which would imply
a concave budget line and a convex budget set, would not alter all our conclusions.
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istence of collusion. Indirectly, that is via the allocation of its given resources
among different tasks, the AA determines the probability a of opening an in
vestigation and the probability p of proving firms guilty. The former refers to
the preliminary activities (general monitoring) necessary to open an investiga
tion such as collecting information about the firms in the industry, interviewing
firms, suppliers and customers, collecting data from the different sources; the
latter (prosecution) involves collecting further more focused information on the
case, ordering surprise “raids” in the firms’ headquarters, processing the in
formation collected and preparing the case against the firms according to the
existing laws. The AA, allocating resources to these two groups of tasks can ob
tain a combinations of these probabilities according to their specific production
functions13. The budget constraint is then:

We assume that the existence of a collusive outcome in the industry is
perfectly observed by the antitrust agency, but this is not enough for collusion
to be proved in courts. To be able to build a case against the firms (which
would otherwise win the appeal in a Court), the AA needs to find some “hard”
information about collusion. Such information might consist of any document
proving that firms have agreed on prices or have met to coordinate on the prices
to be charged1415. Perfect observability of collusive prices also implies that the
antitrust agency will never open an investigation on firms which do not collude
at equilibrium.
For simplicity we consider the case where firms decide once and for all at
the initial period whether to collude or to deviate from the projected cartel10.
From our discussion so far, the timing of the game, represented in Figure 1, is
as follows:
t = 0 The Antitrust Authority determines the policy parameters R, a, p, which
are observed by all firms. The reduced fine R is granted to any firm
cooperating even after the investigation is opened.
t = 1 Firms i = 1,... n decide whether to collude or deviate and realize the
per-period associated payoff.
14To this purpose, note that in our model, like any repeated game with an infinite horizon,
there exists a continuum of possible equilibria, and firms need some coordination to select
the fully collusive outcome giving them the per-period profit Il/if.
15In our setting, this is not a completely innocent assumption since the game becomes
stationary only after the initial period, once firms have started colluding: considering the
choice of deviating for any t > 1 is equivalent, since in this case firms, having participated
for some periods to a cartel, pay an expected fine even if they deviate later on. When
deviating initially, on the contrary, a firm can avoid the fine, since it never participated to the
illegal agreement. However, notice that for this reason a deviation at the beginning is more
attractive than breaking down the cartel later on, and the associated constraints are more
stringent. Since the alternative case makes the analysis more complex but gives the same
qualitative results, we have preferred to keep the simplest version where firms decide only at
t = 1 whether to deviate or collude.
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We follow the usual supergame literature and consider the incentive of
each firm to play an action which leads to the collusive outcome given that all
other firms take the collusive action. If a firm deviates it earns a profit If;)
in the current period but it triggers the punishment of the other firms, which
will play the one-shot non-cooperative equilibrium action forever afterwards,
by giving the deviating firm a total discounted payoff of Ifp + <511*7(1 —<5) If
instead the firm decides to take the collusive action, then it earns a payoff of
n M (with n,v < II m < n D) in the current period.

t > 2 If up to the previous period the AA has not started an investigation, with
probability a it opens an inquiry in t. firms decide whether to reveal, and
so on.

Figure 1 about here
We can now solve for the equilibrium of this game. Our first step is to
identify the incentive compatibility constraints, which requires to work out, for
given policy parameters, the subgame perfect equilibria of the game starting
at t = 1, characterized by firms colluding or deviating and by the choice of
revealing or not information to the AA. We first consider the “revelation game”
which is played from t = 2 on if an investigation is opened by the AA. The
following Lemma identifies the conditions for the existence of Nash equilibria
in which firms cooperate or not with the AA.
Lem m a 1 Let
(2)

p F -R

Provided that an investigation has been opened, in the “revelation” game an
equilibrium always exists in which all firms reveal information.
If
1) pF < R or
2) pF > R and ó > S(p, F, R)

7
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t = 2 The A A opens an investigation with probability a € [0.1], If the inquiry
is not opened, each firm realizes the per-period profits associated to the
previous choice. If the investigation starts, firms simultaneously decide
whether to reveal information that the AA will find useful to prove collu
sion; if at least one firm reveals, the AA is able to prove them guilty. The
firm(s) which cooperated with the AA pays R < F while the others pay
the full fine F. If no firm reveals, the AA is able to prove them guilty with
probability p 6 [0,1]. If the AA has not been able to prove the firms guilty
of collusion at the end of this inquiry, the firms will never be investigated
again in the future. If proved guilty, they will behave non-cooperatively
forever in the future.
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an equilibrium exists in which no firm reveals. If this latter exists, it Pareto
dominates the equilibrium outcome in which the firms reveal.

Proof:

See Appendix.

□

Figure 2.a below illustrates the critical locus of points 6. To the right of
this curve, firms reveal if an investigation has been opened by the AA. To the
left of it, they do not. This curve, which always passes through the upper right
corner of the picture, rotates to the left as the reward from revealing information
increases (that is, the lower R) and the larger becomes the fine F to be paid if
found guilty: in other words, revelation occurs for a wider set of parameters as
the incentive to cooperate with the AA is sharpened.
We can now consider the initial decision to join the proposed agreement
or deviate at t= l. Three possible outcomes can occur: firms might prefer
not to collude (N C ), since they expect an immediate deviation. Alternatively,
collusion may start, followed by the decision not to reveal (CNR) or to reveal
(CR) if an investigation is opened by the AA. To simplify the statement of the
results, it is convenient to introduce the following expressions. <5/vc(<*, P, F) is
the value which solves:
n w (l + ^ ) + < 5 a p ( { ^ - F )
„ , snN
~
1 - A(1 - a) '
_ - Ud + Y^~5
while 5cr (q , R) is:

____ rip —nAf____
(1 —a)(nD—Il/v) - ciR =

R)-

(3)

(4)

The following proposition identifies the conditions on the discount factor
6 for the three outcomes to occur.
P ro p o sitio n 2 For given policy parameters (F, R ,a ,p ):

• */<5ch (q , /?)< < $< 8(p, F, R), firms collude and reveal if monitored (CR).

• if 6 > max{6Nc(a,p, F),6(p, F, R)}, firms collude and do not reveal if
monitored (CNR).
• if 8 < min{SNc(a,p, F),5cR(a, R)} firms do not collude (NC).
8

Sec Appendix.

Figure 2.a below illustrates the line corresponding to Sc r . for given values
of q and R: this locus does not depend on p (it is fflat) sine in the region to
the right of 5 firms cooperate with the AA once an investigation is opened and
p becomes irrelevant. Above the line, firms prefer to collude even though they
anticipate that, if an investigation is opened, collusion would collapse because
firms would reveal information to the AA. Below the line, firms, anticipating
revelation, prefer to deviate, and the collusive outcome never occurs.
Consider now 5SC. which identifies the regions where firms start colluding
(above) or not (below). For q = 0 of p = 0, we have 6n r = Sen = ip‘,_n’)1and the condition for collusion amounts to the 'textbook'’ critical discount
factor, which is in fact derived under the condition of no antitrust enforcement.
Positive values of a and p (and higher values of the full fine F) increase Sen
and make the cartel harder to sustain, since the expected collusive profits are
reduced.
Note also that the more generous the Leniency Program (the lower the
reduced fine R ) the lower Sc r : if firms expect that in case an investigation
is opened they have the possibility to reveal information and get away with a
small fine, this will give an incentive to choose the collusive strategy. In other
words, a generous Leniency Policy might stimulate ex-ante collusion. (We shall
come back to this issue below.)
Figures 2.a and 2.b about here
The curves represented in Figure 2.a define, for a given a. the conditions
that must hold for a collusive agreement to emerge, and those which induce rev
elation or not if an inquiry is opened by the AA. More precisely, if no LeniencyProgram is introduced {R = F) firms have no reason to reveal information
to the Authority if an investigation is opened, and the equilibrium outcomes
would be defined uniquely by the line S n c Above the line, firms would collude
(CNR); below, they would not (NC), because any proposed agreement would
break down immediately. Reduced fines modify the situation: in the region to
the left of 6 firms don’t reveal if monitored, and the same argument above still
applies. To the right of that curve, firms anticipate that they reveal informa
tion if monitored: below Scr they prefer not to collude and above they initially
collude and then reveal if monitored.
9
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We can notice that the conditions for collusion are more demanding with
respect to the standard case when no AA operates: the critical discount factor
needed for a collusive outcome is always higher than (If/) —TIa/ )/(!!/> —1[\ )
when q and p are positive. When a firm considers whether to join a cartel or
deviate, in fact, it evaluates the collusive profits taking into account that with a
certain probability collusion will be detected, inducing a double loss: the fine to
be paid and the lost collusive profits from there on. The higher the probability
of these losses, the lower the collusive profits. Hence, we need a higher and
higher discount factor to balance the temptation to deviate.
To understand the role of Leniency Programs on the sustainability of
collusion, consider what happens when, starting with a situation in which no
Leniency Program is used, we introduce reduced fines. This has two effects
which are shown in Figure 2.a. On the one hand, the Leniency Program might
have an adverse, pro-collusive effect. By reducing the expected value of the
fine to be paid if an investigation is opened, the Leniency Program might give
an incentive to collusion. This occurs in the area (1) included between the
dotted part of the curve S^c and the line Sc r - In this region, no collusion can
be sustained in the industry if full fines are given (NC). but under a Leniency
Program firms would engage in collusion and. if monitored, they would reveal
(CR) and pay the reduced fine R < F.
On the other hand, there exists an area (2) where collusion will break down
(because the firms reveal information) if the AA starts monitoring the industry
(CR), whereas in the absence of a Leniency Program collusion could stop only
after a successful complete investigation (CNR). This is the area comprised
between the dotted part of the curve <V<~ and the curve <L16.

We can now move to the analysis of the optimal policy, having identified
the implementable allocations. So far we have expressed the conditions for the
different equilibrium outcomes in the space (p, 6): this was useful because we
obtained the conditions of cartel stability in terms of critical discount factors,
thereby allowing a comparison with the modern theory of collusion. To proceed
with the analysis of the optimal policy design, it is convenient to rewrite the
critical loci found above in the space (p, a) of policy parameters.

16If the Leniency Program were unanticipated, firms would decide whether to collude or
not on the basis of an expected fine R = F and therefore would not cooperate unless 6 > i'.vcWhen the leniency program is introduced unexpectedly, collusion would break down in all
the area below the curve <5 (that is, (1) plus (2)), without any adverse effect arising.

10

> fijtf —n A- + R( l —6)
= p(<5. R. F).
p - n M - n K + F (is)

(5)

Firms would prefer to collude rather than deviate, when they anticipate that the
opening of an investigation would result in collusion broken down by revelations.
if:
n m —rio + 5(ii/) —n A)
qc «(<5. /?)•
( 6)
a <5(n/, - n A- + r )
Finally, collusion arises in the case where firms anticipate that no revelation
would occur after the opening of an investigation, if:
_________ (i-< 5 )[n Af- n D + (5(n/)-n.v)]_________
Q - j [ p F ( i - j ) + p (n M - n A.) + n D( i - i ) - n A, + j n A-]

Q acU P'

>■
(7)

The three loci above allow to define, in the space of policy parameters,
three regions associated with different implementable allocations, in which firms
do not collude (NC), collude and reveal if monitored (CR) and collude and do
not reveal (CNR):
A n c = {(a,p) € [0, l]2 | Q > max{QArC(p),QC./?}}

(8)

A c n r = {(q , p ) e [0,p] x [0,1) | q < Qnc (p )}}

(9)

A Cr = {(Q,p) € [0,QCfl] x [p, 1]}}

(10)

When no Leniency Program is introduced the only outcomes are NC. if
(q , p ) are above the a ^ c curve, or CNR otherwise. If R < F the threshold p
becomes lower than 1 and CR is an outcome if a < qcr and p > p. Notice
that Qa'c (p ) = oicr, that is the upper left corner of the region associated to
CR shifts up along the a ^ c curve as R is reduced. When R = 0 we obtain the
widest CR region.
We find also in the (a,p) space the same adverse effect of Leniency Pro
grams already discussed: the intersection of A nc when R = F and A cr when
R < F is non empty. That means that there are policy combinations which
prevent collusion when full fines are given and that induce firms to collude and
reveal once a Leniency Program is introduced.
Moreover, if <5 <
■where the latter term is the standard critical dis
count factor for collusion when no antitrust prosecution is considered, a nc < 0
and ctcR < 0, i.e. the only admissible outcome for any value of the policy param
eters is NC. Figure 2.b illustrates the equilibrium outcomes when <5 >
11
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and R < F. and it is the dual of figure 2.a - see above.

We summarize the subgame perfect equilibrium outcomes of the supergame
played by firms for given policy parameters and discount factor <5in the following
proposition, which is the dual of Proposition 2.
P ro p o sitio n 3 Given the gains ITm and II d specified above.

• If the policy combination (a,p) £ A nc there is a unique subgame perfect
equilibrium in which firms will abstain ex-ante from collusion (NC).

• If (a, p) 6 A cnr there is a unique subgame perfect equilibrium in which
firms collude and don’t reveal if monitored (CNR).
• If (a ,p ) £ A qr there is a unique subgame perfect equilibrium in which
firms collude and reveal if monitored (CR). If R = F. A qr is an empty
set.
The AA chooses (a ,p ,R ) given the incentive compatibility constraints,
summarized in Figure 2.b and Proposition 3, in order to maximize a utilitarian
welfare function in which fines are pure transfers. Let K = D W L /(\ —(5)
be the discounted sum of the deadweight loss D W L, which can be thought of
as the net social benefit from ppreventing collusion Moreover, let \V} be the
present value of the welfare gain if the policy induces the equilibrium outcome
j = NC. CR. C N R . Then we have, for given (a, p), W nc = K > Wcr =
a K /( l - 5(1 - a)) > WCNR = a p K /(\ - 5(1 - a)).

It is useful to identify the (welfare) indifference curves for the policy prob
lem in the (a,p) space: if we do not introduce fine reductions, in all the region
A nc we have full deterrence ex-ante and the associated welfare gains are K for
all the policy parameters in the A Nc region. In the region A cnr the indifference
curve for a level of welfare gains W cnr is q = W cn r (1 —<5)/(pA' —5W cnr ),
i.e. it is a decreasing and convex curve in the (a ,p ) space: ex-post desistence
in this case depends on both a and p according to the trade-off described by
the curve.
Figure 3 about here

Moreover, it is easy to show that the indifference curves in the A c n r
region have a shape similar to the a nc curve as defined in ( 7), which is the
12

If

cnr

_ <f(nD —ffy) - (Ifp —II m ) _ .

k

~

6 ( F ( i - 6 ) + n M - n K) ~ p

The right hand side expression corresponds to the upper intercept of the ayr(p)
curve at q = 1. i.e. a
= 1- Hence, looking at the expression above, if
II'catj = pA' the indifference curve overlaps with the upper boundary of the
Ac Mi region, that is with the qarc(p)- For H'car < PA the indifference curve
in the A c n r region shifts toward the origin.
When a Leniency Program is introduced, below the ,4yc region we have
the A qr and A c n r regions. The indifference curves across the region A c r are
q = (1 —5 ) W c r / ( K —6W c r )'- those curves are horizontal, since in the CR case
ex-post desistence depends only on a. The same level of welfare in the Ac Mi
region can be obtained only if a is higher: that means that the indifference
curve is discontinuous at p and jumps up as we move from the A c r to the
A C\ r region17.
The iso-welfare curves in the A c nr and A cr regions do not identify a
convex set of policy parameters. We proceed therefore convexifving the indif
ference curves in the following way. Consider an indifference curve in the A c n r
and A c r region: draw a line which passes through the point of discontinuity
(o = (1 —S)\\' c r / { K —S\VCr )-.P = p) and which is tangent to the indifference
curve in the A c n r region. Let the tangency point be e(ll 'c n r )', repeating this
precedure for different values of W c n r an entire locus e(H cA:«) is obtained.
Define E c k r the subset of A c n r to the left of that locus, which is represented
in Figure 3. Notice that, constructing E c n r , we have excluded those points on
the indifference curves in the A c n r region which are dominated by a combina
tion of policy parameters in (at the boundary of) the A c r region, obtaining a
convex set of policy parameters.
We can now analyze the optimal policies. According to the values of B, wa
and wp. i.e. the position of the budget constraint B = waa + wpp in the (a, p)
space, we can have different solutions to the optimal policy problem.
' ’ Notice that Wcnr = Wc r for the same a when p = 1. Hence, if we extend the W c nr
indifference curve in the A c r region up to p = 1 we find the level of a such that W c r = WCn r
and we are able to identify the level of the indifference curve in the A cr region, as shown in
figure 3.
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upper boundary of that region, and in the limit they overlap with that curve.
In fact, if we consider the indifference curves for given II exit and the a.\c(p)
curve which is the upper boundary of the A c n r region and equate them we
obtain after rearranging:
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P ro p o sitio n 4 Consider the optimal policies given the budget constraint.

• If the budget constraint is above or on the a^c(p) curve, the optimal polie g
implements NC at a tangency point between the budget constraint and tin
ctNc(p) curve, and the set of possible equilibrium outcomes includes all
the curve, i.e. EKC = {(a,p) | P € [0. 1],q = ckKc(p)}• If the budget constraint is below the a^cip) curve the optimal policy im
plements either CR or CNR.
- In a CR equilibrium the optimal policy sets R = 0. p = p and a
along the budget constraint, and the policy combinations lie along the
vertical line p, i.e. in the set E q r — {(a,p) | a 6 [0. a cr ]<P — p}-

- In a CNR equilibrium the optimal policy combinations are at the. tan
gency point between the budget constraint and the indifference curve.
• If the budget constraint is tangent to an indifference curve in the E c sr
region defined above, the optimal policy implements a CNR outcome.; oth
erwise CR is the equilibrium outcome.

Proof:

See Appendix.

□

Proposition 4 gives the conditions which in general allow to identify the
optimal policies for given budget constraint and it defines three sets of policy
parameters which correspond to the different equilibrium outcomes, as repre
sented in Figure 3. It is useful to consider the sequence of policy regimes that
are associated with lower and lower budget constraints. Notice that two possibile sequences can arise, according to the way in which the budget constraint
shrinks: either we move from a NC to a CNR regime, if the budget constraint
is initially very steep and the tangency point on the Qn c (p ) curve which im
plements the NC outcome lies in the neighborhood of the E c n r region, or we
have, for flatter budget constraints, a NC-CR-CNR sequence if the tangency
point with the Qatc(p ) curve is in its lower part. This latter case seems quite
interesting and allows to get the intuition of the pros and cons of the Leniency
Programs.
Consider the optimal policies for parallel shifts of the budget constraint;
for a relatively high total endowment a NC outcome can be implemented at
a tangency point with the Qn c (p ) curve: in this case reduced fines would be
14

3

A ltern ative Leniency R ules

In this section we adapt the model to alternative Leniency Rules that have been
adopted in the recent experience in the US and in the European Union. The
first extension refers to the possibility of giving reduced fines only if firms reveal
information before an inquiry is opened by the AA. Another regime assigns
the reduction in fines only to the first firm which offers cooperation with the
agency. Next, we suggest that if only one specific firm is entitled to benefit from
a Leniency Program, this policy would be even more successful.

3.1

Fine reductions only before th e inquiry is opened

As mentioned in the introduction, the initial Leniency Program introduced in
the US in 1978 entitled firms with a reduction in fines only if the cooperation
started before an inquiry was opened. On the same line, the actual regime
chosen in the EU with the July 1996 Notice is more favourable for firms who
reveal information before the AA has opened an official investigation. It is
therefore interesting to analyze whether this rule can be justified in terms of
enforcement effectiveness. We show that this is not the case.
15
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harmful, inducing collusion (and revelation) when otherwise the AA would bo
able to prevent collusion. When the budget constraint shifts downwards and
lies below the A rc curve, it is no longer possible to obtain ex-ante deterrence
of collusion. In this case it is optimal to implement a CR outcome by granting
maximum fine discounts and setting the policy parameters along the p vertical
locus: intuitively, when the AA is only able to implement ex-post desistence,
reduced fines become appealing as a less costly way of proving and interrupting
collusion. The implicit cost of such a policy is the need to sink resources in
order to make independent prosecution a credible threat which induces reve
lation. As a consequence, when the total endowment is further reduced (the
budget constraint shifts further downwards), fewer and fewer resources are left
for general monitoring, which in the end determines the likelihood of interrupt
ing collusion and the desirability of such a policy. At some point, we find that
the (low) budget constraint becomes tangent to the iso-welfare curve in the
E c k r region: it means that we obtain a higher expected welfare moving to the
region where firms collude and do not reveal, abandoning the Leniency Program
and changing the mix of policy parameters in a more favourable way.
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Let us consider a “fine reductions only before an inquiry is opened" regime.
The corresponding game structure is described for the general case of n firms
in the following18:
t = 0 : The AA sets the policy parameters a . p . R which are observed by the
firms.

t = 1 : Firms i = 1, ..,n decide whether to collude or deviate and realize the
associated payoffs.

t = 2 : At the beginning of the period, firms simultaneously choose whether to
reveal the existence of the cartel to the AA, benefitting of reduced fines,
or not; if no firm reveals, the AA opens an investigation with probability
a € [0,1], proving them guilty with probability p 6 [0,1]. Then, payoffs
are realized.

t > 2 : if up to the previous period the AA has not started an investigation, the
game restarts as from t = 2, etc.19
Consider first the subgame starting at t — 1 after a decision to collude.
To find the conditions under which not revealing is an equilibrium, we have to
compare the payoff from revealing when the other firms do not reveal, namely
—R, with the payoff from not revealing when the other firms do not reveal.
The latter is given by:

flnr =

a[p(^ -

F) +

(1- p ) ( ~

)]

+ (1- a)(n„ + f l l n r),

whence:

1 - 5(1 - a)

It is simple algebra to check that this payoff is higher than (p(yf| —
F) + (1 —p )y f|), the expected payoff from not revealing after the investigation
has been opened, which was the relevant one under the rule analyzed in the
18The payoffs in the different outcomes are similar to the model analysed above, and will
be omitted here in the description of the game.
19Allowing firms to choose whether to reveal or not before an investigation is opened at
any period would not change the results.
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We have now to consider if the Leniency Program might change the ex
ante incentives of firms to collude. It turns out that there would never be
collusion in the industry when firms expect that there would be revelation of
information to the AA in the following period: this implies that an equilibrium
in which firms choose to collude and reveal does not exist. In fact, by colluding
when expecting the cartel to be broken by information given to the AA, a
firm would get Vc = 11*/ + <5(FIa /(1 — 5) - R). By deviating, it would get
Vd = n D + <5nA/ ( l —6). Since IId > 11*/ and R > 0. it follows that l'r < Vd.
In the case, considered in the previous section, where firms were entitled
to fine discounts after the opening of an investigation, the expected profit from
collusion decreases when the event “opening of an investigation" realizes, leading
firms to reveal information to the agency. In the case we are considering here,
instead, nothing new happens between the moment when the firms decide on
collusion and the moment when they are asked to cooperate with the authorities
to break down the cartel.
Our analysis reveals that if Leniency Programs are to be effective in break
ing down cartels, they should be extended to benefit firms which reveal after
the industry is put under monitoring. Since proving firms guilty of collusion
is a very lengthy and complex issue, which does not always end up with the
firms being condemned, a great amount of resources can be saved and a final
positive outcome guaranteed by ensuring that firms have the proper incentives
to collaborate with the AA even after an investigation has been started.
This result is consistent with the US experience, where initially the Le
niency Program was used only for firms which spontaneously offered evidence
before the inquiry was opened by the AA. In this initial regime the program
was quite ineffective while, once allowed in 1993 for reduced fines even after
the inquiry was opened, the number of cases in which firms cooperate with the
judges increased significantly. In the 1994 Annual Report of the Antitrust Di
vision it is stressed that in the first year of the new regime “an average of one
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previous section. Since the payoff from revealing is the same in both cases, it
follows that the equilibrium where firms do not reveal is more likely to occur
when the Leniency Program is applied only for revelations before the inquiry is
opened. In other words, the curve 6 moves to the right and collusion is less likely
to be broken by revelations in this regime. This is hardly surprising, because
the probability of the event “being found guilty and thus fined" is lower before
seeing if the industry will be monitored than after an investigation is actually
opened.
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corporation per month come forward with information on unilateral conspira
cies, compared to an average of one per year under the previous policy. The
policy thus allowed the Division to extend the reach of its criminal enforcement
activities with relatively little expenditure of resources’’20.

According to our results, the new regulation on Leniency Programs*1
adopted by the EU should be widened. The regulation states that firms which
denounce a cartel before the Commission has opened an investigation are enti
tled to a reduction of 75-100% of the fines. Firms which denounce a cartel after
that a “verification” has been opened are entitled to a 50-75% reduction of the
fines, but only if those verifications had not been fruitful and had not led to
the opening of a procedure. Basically, this means that Leniency Programs are
opened only for firms operating in industries which are not under the scrutiny
of the AA. This narrows too much the scope of the application of the regulation,
and fails to provide the firms with enough incentives for revealing information
which can be useful to break the cartel.22

3.2

Only th e first com er obtains a fine reduction

The criteria that determine which firms can receive the benefits of a reduced fine
have been restricted in different ways both in the US and in the EU experience.
An interesting case is where only the first firm which offers evidence is given a
fine reduction, as it is the case in the EU regulation.
In this case the game structure is the same as in our initial model. The
only difference is that if all firms decide to reveal information to the judges, as
it happens in a subgame perfect equilibrium in which firms reveal if monitored,
the expected payoff becomes:

IUv
R + (n — 1)F
^
1 —5
n
where n is the number of firms in the cartel: every firm is ex ante the first one
to disclose information to the AA with probability 1/n. Notice, however, that

20Antitrust Division (1994), p.6-7.
21See Official Journal of the European Communities, Series C, 207. 18-7-1998.
22Taken literally, our analysis would also suggest that when firms reveal they should always
receive a zero fine (R = 0), since this would give them the greatest incentive to denounce the
cartel. However, we are assuming that collaborating with the AA is a binary variable. Either
one does not collaborate, or if it does it can give all the information necessary to prove the
participation in the cartel of all the firms. In reality, the type of information that firms can
provide would be more of a continuous variable, and tuning the fine reductions to the quality
of the information revealed makes sense.
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Moreover, it is easy to see that if an equilibrium exists in which no firm
reveals if monitored, it also Pareto dominates the equilibrium in which all firms
cooperate with the AA.
Consider now the decision of firms on collusion at t = 1: if 6 > 5 firms will
not reveal if monitored and everything is as in the basic model. However, if 6 <
6, revelation will follow the opening of an investigation, but firms' incentives to
collude are modified in the present regime, since the expected payoff if monitored
is lower than in the previous case where all firms could benefit from the Leniency
Program.
One can check that firms will abstain from collusion iff
<5 >

_______ flp — nM_______ equiS'cn

(

12)

( l - a ) ( n D - n A- ) - a ( ^ ^ )
It is immediate to notice that 8cr < 8'cr - that is, the region of parameters that
induce firms to abstain from collusion is larger than in the previous "all firms
get the reduction” regime — see Figure 4.
Figure 4 about here
The intuition of this result is as follows: in the more restrictive set of rules
analyzed in this section, the expected reduction in fines is smaller when all firms
choose to cooperate with the judges, although it is equivalent when we consider
the incentive for a firm to cheat the partners when they do not reveal. Hence,
when firms anticipate that they all will confess if monitored, they expect higher
sanctions. Consequently, in some cases they find it less attractive to collude
and reveal as an alternative to deviating from the beginning and avoiding the
fine. The regime therefore is able to partially reduce the ex-ante incentive to
collusion without reducing the power of the program in making firms denounce
a cartel after an inquiry is opened.
This case suggests an alternative rule which might increase the effective
ness of a Leniency Program, by further reducing the ex-ante incentive of en
gaging in collusion induced by the expected reduction in fines.
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when we check for the existence of an equilibrium in which no firm reveals, a
deviating firm obtains the reduced fine R for sure, being the only one which
cooperates with the judges. Hence, the condition for an equilibrium in which
no firm reveals is 6 > <5, exactly as in the case treated above.

Only a specific firm receives a fine reduction23
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3.3

As we have repeatedly emphasized, a Leniency Program influences firms in
two ways. The first is that it stimulates ex-post breaking of the cartel via
revelation of information to the AA; the second (adverse effect) is to increase
the incentive of collusion via a reduction in the punishment in case of being
found guilty. We have also seen that granting a reduction in fines only to
the first firm which reveals works because it leaves unchanged the first effect
but reduces the second. The effectiveness of the Leniency Program could be
increased even further by increasing asymmetries in the industry and specifying
ex-ante that only a specific firm could be entitled to the LP. no matter the way
in which such a firm is selected. The way of interpreting this rule is that of
defining ex-ante a set of parameters which allow all the participants in each
specific situation to identify a single firm entitled to a reduced fine24: the firms
involved in the cartel, applying the rule, are able to work out which one will be
the firm selected. Denote this firm with a number, say 1. The conditions under
which revelation occurs are the same as usual: If <5 < 8, the cartel would break
because firm 1 denounces it. On the other hand, the conditions under which
ex-ante collusion occurs will change. For the n —1 firms which are not entitled
to the Leniency Program, the condition for taking part in the collusion will be:
<5 >

nd —nA,

(1 - a)(IID - Il/vr) - a F = Scr

For firm 1. the condition is laxer:
^ > ______ lip —fIAf______
— (1 —q )(II d —n * ) —q R

(13)

(14)

However, since all the firms must find it convenient to take part in collu
sion, the latter condition does not play any role, while the former is binding and
determines the existence of collusion. Also, notice that S^R > S'CR > ScR — see
Figure 4. In other words, if the authority targets the Leniency Program to a
specific firm, it will be able to reduce the ex-ante adverse effect of it without de
creasing the ex-post incentive to reveal information. Hence, collusion becomes
less likely because the firms excluded from the program find it less appealing to
engage in a cartel which includes a likely cheater25.
23We thank P. Rev for suggesting this extension.
24For instance, it might be the firm located in the smallest city, or the last one in alpha
betical order, etc.
250 f course, leniency rules which limit the applicability of the fine reduction to only one
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H eterogen eou s C artels

So far we have considered homogeneous cartels, in which the payoffs in each
possible outcome were the same across partners. Notice however that, in all
our arguments, if the participants have heterogenous payoffs and they know the
payoffs of the partners in each possible outcome, the equilibria are governed by
the conditions of one of the firms, the one whose constraints bind. This decisive
agent is the point of reference for the others, whether they expect such firm
to deviate or to reveal information after colluding, and drives the equilibrium
conditions of the entire cartel. Hence, in a sense, our previous analysis allows
to consider heterogeneous firms within a cartel, but it assumes that in each
cartel in the economy such a decisive agent is always the same. It is therefore
interesting to consider the case in which the cartels are truly heterogeneous, in
the sense that the participants may differ in payoffs and the decisive partner
may be different across cartels.
We consider in this setting the design of an optimal enforcement policy
which cannot be made conditional on cartel's type, due to informational and/or
institutional restrictions. Hence, the AA has to design a single, general policy
facing many different industries, characterized by heterogeneous market condi
tions and potential gains from collusion. In this case, the policy implemented
will induce different effects in the various industries, reaching a more or less
effective deterrence of collusion and inducing different types to choose different
reactions: hence we might have some cartel types colluding and not revealing
while others will prefer not to join the cartel; or we might have all types col
luding, but only a subset of them revealing information when monitored, etc.
Hence, the different effects that we have identified in the previous sections will
be combined in a richer way once the AA faces heterogenous types.
From the previous analysis we already know that the incentive compati
bility constraints for given policy parameters depend on two variables of cartel’s
type: IIM —I I a n d HD —n^r- Hence, multiple types would require to deal
with a bivariate distribution, related to the gains from collusion and from de
viation. To maintain the analysis simple, we assume in this section Bertrand
competition (with constant marginal costs ) in the non-cooperative equilibrium:
hence
= 0 and
= nI\M: the gains from collusion are now perfectly cor
related to those from deviation, and we can consider a univariate distribution
of types. Cartel types refer to the gains from collusion, due for example to
firm will result in a larger amount of money collected through fines. In a world where non
distortionary transfers are not available, this would be an additional advantage of such rules.
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4

Under the assumption of Bertrand competition the standard critical dis
count factor when antitrust is absent, <5* = (Il£> —IIA/ )/( IIo —Ily). is (n —1)/?».
We can rewrite the relevant loci as:
IIA/(1 —n + nS)
n mu S
which does not depend on cartel’s type,
a CK

Qyc(p) =

(<5 - 6-)/S

(1 - <f')nA,
(5[pF(l - <5) + n M(p • n ( S - S ’))}

and
P:

nA/
(nM + F ( i - 6 ) )

which are both increasing in IIm . Moreover, acR is always above o.vc at p = 1.
Hence, when R < F we can distinguish 5 regions which are represented in figure
5.
Figure 5 about here
In region A all types choose CNR and the corresponding welfare is M .| =
i-sHagE( K) where E( K) is the expected value of the gains from deterrence
given the distribution of types <?(nA/). In region B all types choose CR with
W b = jz f^ r 6E (K ) while in E all types abstain from collusion and welfare is
W e — E(K). In region C some types choose CNR and others CR: let I1A, be
the type whose p equals the p chosen by the AA in region C: all types lower
than n£, collude and reveal while the cartels more profitable collude and don’t
reveal. The expected welfare is therefore

Wc = . ■
x
K ( n M)g(UM)dYlM+ C*
1 —o + od JnM
1 —d + an J

K ( n M)g(UM)dUM

Analogously, in region D lower types abstain from collusion and higher types
collude and don’t reveal, with the threshold type
such that the actual policy
combination in D lies on that type’s Q/vc ip) curve. The expected welfare is then
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different marginal cost levels, with IIAf € [HA:f. I1a/]: the AA does not observe
cartel types but knows their distribution p ( n A/ )- and is not able to condition
the policy chosen to some observable that can make it contingent on a message.
In other words, the AA sets a single combination of policy parameters taking
into account that there exist many cartel types in the economy.

Jn

•^(nA,/)p(iiAf)(/nA/ + -—
M

1 —

QD
j—

rnM
a

-z

d + ad J n

(n A/)5 (n A/)(iriA/

°

When R = F only regions A.D and E exist, defined by the set of a \c (p )
curves which extend up to p = 1.
The analysis of the optimal policy proceeds in three steps, which are de
veloped analytically in the Appendix. First, the iso-welfare curves in each of
the five regions A-E are derived; then, we check how the same welfare level is
obtained passing (eventually) from one region to the neighbouring one. distin
guishing whether fine reductions are given or not; finally, comparing the two
cases, it is selected whether reduced fines R allow to save enforcement costs,
defining a set of iso-welfare curves along which Leniency Programs are optimally
used.
The result of this analysis is shown in figure 6.a: the lower bold curve
is the iso-welfare (cost minimizing) curve setting R = 0, which passes through
the regions A-C-B. The upper bold curve passing in the D-C-B regions entains
the use of reduced fines only in a subset of the B and C regions. The policy
combinations (R , a , p ) which minimize the cost of reaching the same expected
welfare are summarized in a map of iso-welfare curves which are not convex: as
before, we have to convexihr them excluding from the set of possible equilibrium
outcomes those policy combinations which belong to the non-convex portions
of the indifference curves.
Given the map of indifference curves that minimize the cost of a given
expected welfare, we exclude those portions which can never be selected given
our linear budget constraint26. For the indifference curves in the A region we
obtain a subset of points E q n r analogous to the one obtained in the single type
case already discussed. In region C we find a subset of points Eq^,r in which
some types choose CR and higher types choose CNR. In region B we select only
the boundary to the left, which corresponds to the E § ^R case when all types
opt for CR. A subset of D, E q£ r is obtained where low type select NC and
high types chooase CNR, and finally from region E we select the lower bound.
Once excluded the non-convex portions of the iso-welfare curves, the optimal
policies for given budget constraint can be established along the same lines of
Proposition 4’s proof. We summarize the results in the following Proposition,
which is respresented in figure 6.b.
26Any convex budget set, as that obtained under the assumption of decreasing returns to
enforcement, would allow a similar exercise.
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P ro p o sitio n 5 Consider the optimal policy under asymmetric information given
the budget constraint and the distribution of cartel types.
• If the budget constraint passes through region E. the optimal policy imple
ments NC for all types at a tangency point between the budget constraint
and the Q/vc(p) curve of the highest type.

• If the budget constraint passes through region D and is tangent to an in
difference curve in E q^ r , the optimal policy is at the tangency point with
no fine reduction, and implements a CNR-NC outcome according to the
different types.

• If the budget constraint passes through region A and is tangent to an in
difference curve in E c k r , the optimal policy is at the tangency point and
implements CNR for all types.
• If the budget constraint passes through C and is tangent to an indifference
curve in E § ^R, that is the optimal policy and implements a CNR-CR
outcome.

• In all the other cases the optimal policy implements CR for all types setting
p equal to the p of the highest type along the budget constraint.

Figures 6.a and 6.b about here

We can give an explanation of the result above considering the sequence
of optimal policies when the budget constraint becomes steeper and steeper as
a result of an increase in the cost of independent prosecution (higher w p). For
low values of vup the policy implements full deterrence ex-ante for all types. As
the budget constraint rotates toward the origin we initially move to a CNRNC mixed outcome with no fine reduction, in which the more profitable cartels
are not deterred. Granting fine discounts in this case would shift low types
from NC to CR: the pro-collusive effect of Leniency Programs would dominate
reducing welfare. However, when the fraction of low types which choose NC
shrinks further, reduced fines are introduced, inducing all types to collude and
reveal. In this case the improvement in prosecution allowed by reduced fines
becomes predominant. A further increase in w p moves the equilibrium outcome
in the E q§ r region with an increasing portion of high types that choose CNR
while low types collude and reveal. The implicit cost of the Leniency Programs,
24

5

C onclusions

In this paper we have analyzed the effects of Leniency Programs on the in
centives of firms to collude and to reveal information that helps the Antitrust
Authority to prove illegal behaviour. The benchmark regime gives to any firm
a reduction in fines even if revelation occurs after an investigation is opened.
We show that reducing the expected fines may induce a pro-collusive reaction:
combinations of policy parameters which, without Leniency Programs, would
prevent collusion, may induce firms to collude (and reveal if monitored) when
fine reductions are given. Hence, if the resources available to the AA are suf
ficient to prevent collusion using full fines, Leniency Programs should not be
used.
However, when the AA has limited resources, Leniency Programs may be
optimal in a second best perspective. Fine reductions, inducing firms to reveal
information once an investigation is opened, increase thè probability of ex-post
desistence and the expected welfare gains. The optimal scheme requires maxi
mum fine reductions and a shift of resources from prosecution to monitoring.
A fixed amount of resources, however, must be committed in any case
to make independent prosecution a credible threat, since no firm would reveal
if it expects that the AA is unable to prove them guilty. When independent
prosecution is very costly, too few resources are left to general monitoring, which
in the end determines the effectiveness of Leniency Programs. In this case it
may become more convenient to shift back to a full fines regime with a more
favourable mix of policy parameters.
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which forces the AA to commit resources to independent prosecution to make it
a credible threat, becomes heavier and heavier as the resources left to open in
quiries decrease and as the fraction of types which are induced to reveal shrinks.
In the end we move to the E c k r region, abandoning the Leniency Program.
Hence, the optimal policy is determined, in a sense, bv the relative importance
of the pro-welfare effect of Leniency Program, that allows to obtain more effec
tive ex-post desistence, and the welfare decreasing effects of reduced fines: the
incentive to collude (and reveal) instead of abstaining from collusion, and the
need to sink resources to make independent prosecution credible, which reduces
the probability of opening an inquiry and of obtaining ex-post desistence.

We have then compared our benchmark regime with alternative sets of
rules: the first allows to give fine reductions only to firms which cooperate with
25

Finally, the case of multiple cartel types has been considered: the AA is
assumed to be unable, for informational or institutional reasons, to implement
Leniency Programs contingent on cartel’s type, and therefore has to set general
rules. For instance, the AA cannot shape the policy to the conditions of each
specific industry, but has to choose a general rule of behaviour, obtaining differ
ent effects in different industries. Then, according to the position of the budget
constraint in the set of policy combinations, we characterized the optimal pol
icy: it turns out that the policy parameters and the regime of full or reduced
fines are chosen according to the relative weight of the three effects described
above, where the weights depend on the share of types which choose the different
equilibrium outcomes (no collusion; collusion; collusion and revelation).
We believe that, despite the simple setting, our paper sheds some light
on the desirable features of leniency programs, and suggests some changes in
the EC leniency policy. First of all, if it is optimal to use a leniency program
(as in the realistic case where the antitrust agency has limited resources), then
the program should be as generous and certain as possible with the firms which
provide fresh evidence that establishes the existence of a cartel. In contrast,
the EC policy of keeping some degree of discretionality instead of granting
automatic and total reduction of fines even to those firms which fulfil all the
(strict) conditions laid down in the EC Notice undermines the success of the
leniency program, as it does not give certainty to the prospective cooperating
firm and reduces the incentive to break the cartel.
Likewise, some of the conditions required by the EC policy are too strict.
For instance, a firm must “maintain continuous and complete co-operation
26
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the Antitrust Authority before an inquiry is opened, as initially established in
the US policy in 1978. and similar to the approach followed by the EC Notice
on the non-imposition of fines, and we proved this regime to be inferior with
respect to our benchmark case. We have then considered other rules which
restrict the set of the firms that can benefit from a Leniency Program. We
showed that by granting a fine reduction only to the first firm which cooperates
with the AA the perverse pro-collusive effect of the Leniency Program would
be reduced without softening the incentives to reveal information. Better still,
the AA might target a specific firm and allow only this one to benefit from the
reduction. The intuition for this result, which makes the Leniency Program
even more effective, lies in the asymmetry that the policy introduces among
otherwise identical firms, between the entitled firm and the excluded ones: the
latter would more often prefer to abstain from collusion rather than join a cartel
together with a likely cheater.

Furthermore, our analysis indicates that a leniency program should be
equally applicable to information disclosed before and after an investigation
has started, whereas the EC policy does not create enough incentives for post
investigation disclosure of information. It gives only 50-75% reduction of the
fines for cooperation after an investigation has been undertaken already but only
if such an investigation has failed to provide sufficient material for initiating a
procedure leading to a decision.
The US experience (where after the 1993 policy revision a corporation is
granted leniency after an investigation has begun provided that "the Division, at
the time the corporation comes in. does not yet have evidence against the com
pany that is likely to result in a sustainable conviction” — [joint B.2.) clearly
shows that extension of the leniency program to post-investigation amnesty
(along with the automatic granting of the amnesty) is a crucial ingredient for
success: "...under the old policy on average only one corporation per year ap
plied for amnesty.” (Spratling (1998, page 2) whereas under the revised policy,
"Amnesty applications over the past year have been coming in at the rate of
approximately two per month” (Spratling (1999, page 2).
So far. the leniency program of the EC has been applied to a very reduced
number of cases, since its introduction in the end of 1996. There was no case in
1997 and only four in 199829. We believe that granting higher and automatic
27This is the case "British Sugar”. EC Decision of 14 October 1998, published in the Official
Journal of the EC. L76. 22 March 1999.
2SHornsby and Hunter (1997) also point out that the firms do not have enough incentives
to cooperate under the EC policy. Part of the problem is also due to the fact that the
Notice cannot provide immunity from civil proceedings. Admission of an infringement leads
to a formal Commission Decision on which an action for damages can be built, without the
plaintiff having to prove the infringement again. This problem does not exist in the US, where
the cooperating firms can resort to a consent decree.
29Information provided by an EC official. Guerrin (1999). Of these, three regarded instances
of minor cooperation (firms were given discounts for not having contested the Commission’s
allegations or for providing additional evidence which helped establishing the facts). These
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throughout the investigation” to be entitled to have a very substantial reduction
(more than 75%) of the fine. This has led the Commission to give only a 50%
reduction to a firm, Tate k Lyle, which had spontaneously brought conclusive
evidence of a cartel to the attention of the Commission (at a time when the
Commission did not even suspect the existence of an agreement), but had later
(partially) contested some of the allegations made by the Commission2'. The
strict wording and application of the Notice will reduce the incentive of the
firms to reveal information2728.

cases are ‘Alloy surcharge” . EC Decision of 21 January 1998; “Pre-insulated pipes” , EC De
cision of 21 October 1998; “Greek Ferries” , EC Decision of 9 December 1998. The fourth case
was the “British Sugar” case reported in the previous footnote, which might be a discouraging
precedent for firms considering cooperation with the Competition Commission. According to
Guerrin, in some further half a dozen current cases the Leniency Notice has been invoked.
No further details were given for reasons of confidentiality.
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reductions of fines and extending the leniency program to after investigation
cooperation would greatly increase the success of this policy.
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P ro o f of L em m a 1
If a firm reveals, it gets a payoff of II v /(l —5) — R independently of the action
chosen bv the other firms. If a firm does not reveal any information but at least
one firm does, then the former firm receives a payoff of IIjv/(1 —S) - F. Hence,
it is always (weakly) better to reveal if the other firms are expected to reveal,
which establishes the existence of the ‘‘revelation” equilibrium. Finally, if no
firm reveals any information, each firm receives an expected payoff.
p(_ ^ _ F ) + ( 1 _ p ) n - _ .

05)

If a firm expects the others not to reveal, the best reply is trivially not
to reveal if pF < R. If pF > R. when the other firms don’t reveal, a firm
prefers not to reveal as well if the payoff above is higher than n,v/( 1 — 5) — F,
which simplifies to S > S(p,F.R). Hence, in this case a "no revelation” equi
librium exists. Moreover, the same inequality implies that the “no revelation"
equilibrium gives higher payoffs to all firms than the “revelation” equilibrium.
P ro o f of P ro p o sitio n 2
We consider the decision to collude or deviate in both cases, when firm will
decide to reveal if investigated, and when they will prefer not to cooperate with
the AA.
• Case 1: 6 < 6. In this case firms reveal if an investigation is opened by the
AA. Define n« as the expected profit immediately before an investigation
is opened. It is easy to see that:

n* =

-

r)

+ (i - o)(n„ + s n R)

from which we obtain:

„

(l-a)nM+
i-'i(T -Q )

If a firm decides to set the collusive price, then its expected discounted
payoff will be:
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A pp en d ix

n M + <5û(-pf^ —/?)
1 -5(1 -Q )

If instead a firm decides to deviate from the collusive strategy, then its
payoff is given by:
Vp —n D +

<snA-

1 -5

Collusion can arise if Vcr > I'd ■ that is if the following condition is
satisfied:
______ ftp —n M______
5>
(16)
<5c r (q , R)(1 —q )(IId —n N) —q R
• Case 2: 5 > 5. In this case, firms anticipate that even if an investigation
is started, no firm will reveal any information. Collusive outcome will be
obtained unless the AA can prove the firms guilty of collusion.
Write the expected profit immediately before knowing if an investigation
is opened as:

n AR =

-

f) +

(i - P) ( ^ ) ] + (i - o ) ( n M + 5 n * w)

We can then obtain:
Q[p( & —F)
n" R=

(1 —p ) ® ] + (1 - o ) n A/
------------------------------------------l - 5 ( f - o ) ----------------------------------------+

If a firm follows the collusive strategy its expected discounted payoff is
given by:

Vc k r = n M

n*(i + ***?»)+

4- 5 n ^ « =

1 - 5(1 -

a )

As before, a firm which deviates obtains a payoff:
Vd

The inequality
SNC(a,p, F).

Vq

n r

=

lip

+

5n*
1 -5

> Vp implicitly defines the locus of points SNC =
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ru» +<5ii/î -

Vc r =

We proceed in two steps: first we show, for each given outcome NC. CR. CNR.
which is the associated optimal policy: second, we show the conditions under
which a particular outcome is better than the others. If a NC outcome is
implemented, we can have two cases: either the budget constraint is above
the lower boundary of the A nc region or it is tangent: in the latter case the
tangency point with the a s c curve is trivially the optimal solution: if the budget
constraint is above that curve, the tangency point can still be suggested under
a cost saving argument. In this case we set R = F since granting fine discounts
would shrink the A nc region. If a CR outcome is implemented, the welfare
gain depends only on a, which therefore must be maximized: we can therefore
set R = 0, shifting to the left the p threshold, and setting p = p; with p at
its lowest level in the A cr region we can set a = B /w a — (wp/w a)p along
the budget constraint. Finally if a CNR outcome is chosen, a tangency point
between the budget constraint and the indifference curve in the A c n r region
must be chosen.
Consider now the choice among the three outcomes: since W nc is always
dominant for any set of policy parameters, if the budget constraint is not below
the Qjvc(p) curve, NC is the optimal outcome implemented. The choice be
tween a CR and a CNR outcome is more complex, since both W'c n r and W'cr
depend on the associated policy parameters, which, in turn, are different at the
optimal points in the two regimes. Suppose the tangency point in- the A c n r
region belongs to the subset E c n r ■ from the definition of E Cn r . even if the
budget constraint in its lower portion reaches the A c r region, it passes through
indifference curves lower than the initial one: hence, picking the tangency point
in the E cnr region and implementing a CNR outcome is the optimal policy.
On the contrary, if the tangency point is in A c n r but not in E c n r , the budget
constraint reaches the A c r at a higher indifference curve, and a CR outcome is
optimal.
T h e

is o -w e lf a r e

c u r v e s

w it h

h e t e r o g e n e o u s

c a r t e l

t y p e s

In the following three Lemmas we identify the iso-welfare curves when the AA
faces heterogeneous cartels.
L em m a 6 The iso-welfare curves in each of the five regions have the following
pattern:
• in E all the policy combination give the same welfare;
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P ro o f of P ro p o sitio n 4

• in B they are horizontal;
• in C they are decreasing;

Proof:
Since WE does not depend on the policy parameters, all the
region correspond to the same expected welfare. In region A all types choose
CNR. From our analysis of the single type case we already know that, the iso
welfare curves when no type colludes have a shape similar to the a Kc curves
(one for each type) and in the limit overlap with those. Hence, in region A
the indifference curves replicate the a ^ c curves shape. In region D high types
choose CNR and lower types choose NC: as long as we move along the a ^ c
curve of type 11^, the threshold type does not change and the first term in Wo
is unchanged as well; moreover, we know that moving along a a ^ c curve we
keep the expected welfare for types choosing CNR constant. We conclude that
the indifference curves in region D correspond to the ct/vc curves through it. In
region B all types choose CR and the expected welfare depends only on a, i.e. we
have flat iso-welfare curves. Finally, in the C region high types select CNR and
low types CR: since Wc increases when a is higher (more frequent revelation)
as well as when p increases (more effective prosecution and more types induced
to reveal), the iso-welfare curve in the C region must be decreasing.
□
Notice that when no Leniency Program is used, only the regions A, D and
E exist, and the result above states that all the curves in A (or D) never pass
through another region. Hence, the three relevant sets of indifference curves are
completely defined. When R < F all the five regions A-E exist; the Lemma
above defines the iso-welfare curves in each region, but now the iso-welfare
curves in A (D) eventually continue through region C and B. Hence, we have
to carefully check how the iso-welfare curves behave moving from one region to
the other.
L em m a 7 Consider the case R < F. The iso-welfare curves passing through
the regions A -C -B are continous and kinked at the boundaries of the A and B
regions. The iso-welfare curves passing through the region D -C -B discountinously shift to the right passing from D to C.
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• m A and D they replicate the shape of the a n c {p ) curves:

Consider next the indifference curves passing through the D-C B regions:
we already established that in D the curves replicate the a \ c curves shape,
with some types choosing CNR and others NC; once moving into the C regions,
some types still select CNR while others CR. Since the welfare associated to
NC is higher than that when CR occurs, it must be that, moving from region
D to region C along a iso-welfare curve, less types choose CNR. That requires
a discontinuous jump to the right of the iso-welfare curve once entering in the
C region.
O
Figure 6.a shows the two cases of indifference curves, one through A -C-B
and the other through D-C-B. In the two Lemmas above we have completely
characterized the iso -welfare curves when a Leniency Program is introduced and
when it is not. Our next step is to verify when it is convenient to offer reduced
fines in order to reach a certain expected welfare. This exercise correponds
to comparing the iso-welfare curves in the two cases, selecting in the different
regions the lower one.
L em m a 8 When the iso-welfare curve with R = 0 passes through the A -C -B
regions, it is always optimal to use the leniency Programs. When the iso-welfare
curve with R = 0 lies m the D -C -B region, the Leniency Programs are optimal
only m a subset of the C and B regions.

Proof: Since R = 0 is the more effective way of inducing CR, we compare
the case R = F and R = 0, selecting the lower of the two iso-welfare curves.
Since in A and D the iso-welfare curves are the same in both regimes, our
problem amounts to selecting the lower curve in regions C and B. This can
30The concavity or convexity of the indifference curve in C cannot be stated in general,
since it depends on the distribution of types
In what follows we consider the case of
concave indifference curves, while the extension to the convex case is left to the reader.
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Proof: We start by identifying the indifference curves that pass through
the A-C-B regions. We already know, borrowing from the analysis of the single
type case, that the iso-welfare curve jumps down from A to B. when all types
choose CNR and then CR: however, from the definitions of the expected welfare
we can notice that Wc tends to WA or WB as the threshold type ify, tends to
IIM or n M. Hence, the indifference curves are nowr continuous; it is easy to
check also that they are kinked at the boundaries of the A and B regions, with
the indifference curve steeper in C than in the other two regions'*0.

More complex is the comparison of the indifference curves with and with
out fine reductions when the former passes through the D-C-B region. In this
case, in fact, the iso-welfare curve with fine reductions jumps to the right enter
ing the C region, while with no Leniency Program the indifference curve, which
is the same as before in the D area, goes on smoothly in the C region'*1. Hence,
entering the C region from the top, the lower indifference curve is initially the
one associated with no fine reduction. It may happen, as shown in figure 6.a.
that continuing along it, the indifference curve with fine reductions becomes
the lower one for a while. Finally, moving further to the right, the indifference
curve with full fines lies again below that with fine reductions. For higher levels
of the expected welfare, the indifference curve with full fines always dominates
that with reduced fines. Hence, when we consider the indifference curves for
increasing value of the expected welfare, as long as we are in the A-C-B region
we use Leniency Programs, while entering the D-C-B region we adopt reduced
fines only with a subset of policy parameters (a,p), as shown in figure 6.a. □

31Strictly speaking, with no Leniency Program no C region exists; hence we refer to the C
region as those policy combinations defined in case of fine reductions.
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be done by distinguishing the case in which the indifference curve with fine
reduction passes through the A-C-B region and that in which it lies in the D C
B areas. Comparing the full and reduced fines indifference curves is immediate
for the A-C-B case: in the A region they overlap while m the C and B region
the iso-welfare curve is lower when R = 0. as shown in figure 6.a. Hence, the
iso-welfare curve through A-C-B is that identified when the Leniency Program
is used.

t=0
t=l

Figure 1: The game tree (D: deviation; C: collusion; I: investigation; NI: no investigation; R: reveal;
NR; not reveal; G: guilty; NG: not guilty)
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Figure 2.a - Implementable allocations
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Figure 2.b - Implementable allocations
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Figure 3 - Equilibrium policy combinations
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Figure 4 - Alternative Leniency rules and implementable allocations
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Figure 5 - Multiple types and impleinentable allocations
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Figure 6.a - Iso-welfare curves with multiple types

Figure 6.b - Equilibrium policy combinations with multiple types
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